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Abstract
Birds are anosmic or at best microsmatic… This misbelief persisted until very recently and has
strongly influenced the outcome of communication studies in birds, with olfaction remaining
neglected as compared to acoustic and visual channels. However, there is now clear empirical
evidence showing that olfaction is perfectly functional in birds and birds use olfactory information
in a variety of ethological contexts. Although the existence of pheromones has never been
formally demonstrated in this vertebrate class, different groups of birds, such as petrels, auklets
and ducks have been shown to produce specific scents that could play a significant role in within-
species social interactions. Behavioral experiments have indeed demonstrated that these odors
influence the behavior of conspecifics. Additionally, in quail, deprivation of olfactory inputs
decreases neuronal activation induced by sexual interactions with a female. It seems therefore well
established that birds enjoy a functional sense of smell and a fast growing body of experimental
evidence suggests that they use this channel of olfactory communication to control their social life.
The unequivocal identification of an avian pheromone is, however, still ahead of us but there are
now many exciting opportunities to unravel the behavioral and physiological particularities of
chemical communication in birds.
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Introduction: pheromones in birds?
The existence of a functional olfactory system in birds has long been a matter of debate.
This is partly due to the fact that birds do not display behaviors indicative of a reliance on
olfactory cues (Roper 1999) contrary to mammals that often display specific behaviors when
they actively sample the chemical composition of their environment. Mammals extend their
neck, move their head, sniff and track the source of the odor (Sundberg et al. 1982). They
also often adopt obvious scent-marking behaviors and sniff each other. Birds, in contrast,
have developed a wide array of alternative communication signals and do not show
behaviors typically associated with olfactory sampling of the environment. They often
possess bright plumage colors, many species sing complex songs, some species perform
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elaborate sexual displays, their visual acuity is excellent and extends to the ultraviolet…
With such a complex multi-channel communication system involving elaborate visual and
acoustic features, one could legitimately wonder what kind of useful information would
olfaction add to the system? The absence of sniffing-associated behaviors combined to the
evolution of a complex visual-and acoustic-based communication have long promoted the
belief that birds were poor smellers. However, many anatomical, physiological, and
behavioral experiments have now demonstrated that the avian olfactory apparatus is similar
in structure and function to that of other vertebrates (see below and reviews in: Hagelin
2007a; Balthazart and Taziaux 2009; Roper 1999).

The use of body odors in chemical signaling is not a new concept. The Ancient Greeks
already noticed that the secretion of a female dog in heat attracts males, and Darwin
included chemical signals alongside visual and acoustic signals in his conception of sexual
selection (Wyatt 2003, 2009). The word “pheromone” was only proposed some fifty years
ago by Karlson and Lüscher to define “substances that are secreted to the outside by an
individual and received by a second individual of the same species, in which they release a
specific reaction, for example, a definite behavior or a developmental process” (Karlson and
Lüscher 1959). At first glance, this definition seems relatively broad and permissive. Many
scientists considered that any kind of substances that is produced by another member of the
same species and influences interactions between conspecifics, could be considered as a
pheromone (Johnston 2003). However, this concept has faced a lot of controversy,
especially among people studying chemical communication in vertebrates. Some researchers
even suggested in the 1970s that the term “pheromone” should not be used for mammalian
chemical signals mainly because they believed that a pheromone should not vary from one
individual to another nor over time within one individual, that its recognition should not
require any form of learning, and that a pheromone should be a single chemical compound
rather than a mixture of multiple chemicals (Johnston 2003; Wyatt 2009). It was proposed to
rather call complex olfactory signals in vertebrates a “signature odor”, a “pheromone blend”
or a “mosaic signal” but not a pheromone per se. This nomenclature would severely restrict
the array of chemical substances that could enter the category of pheromones. In addition to
the difficulties associated with their isolation, identification and synthesis, scientists would
indeed have to demonstrate that putative pheromones do not vary within a species and that
their recognition is “innate”, which is practically very difficult if not impossible (but see
Meredith 2001; Johnston 2003). Obviously, this restriction cannot be accepted by scientists
studying “sex-pheromones” or “pheromone-based individual recognition” (Johansson and
Jones 2007), since these chemical signals are by definition not invariable within a species
(they distinguish males from females) or over time within an individual (they signal
reproductive status).

Despite this semantic controversy, research on chemical communication in mammals has
been extremely active for several decades and has characterized fairly stereotyped responses
to chemical signals (see for example Schaal et al. 2003). In contrast, little attention was
devoted to the potential existence of pheromones in birds. A recent review Hagelin (2007a)
indicated: “Since we are only just beginning to understand the role of odors and
chemosignals in birds, it is, as yet, premature to claim that any avian odor signal functions as
a pheromone”. To date, the best evidence for the existence of pheromones in birds is limited
to the demonstration that body odors can alter the behavior of a conspecific (e.g., Balthazart
and Schoffeniels 1979; Hagelin et al. 2003; Bonadonna and Nevitt 2004). Although the
chemical substances composing these odors have not been fully characterized yet, these
scents currently represent our best link between pheromones and birds.
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In the present paper, we first briefly review the experimental evidence accumulated over the
past few decades demonstrating that birds are equipped with a functional olfactory system
that allows them to detect odors present in the environment, in some cases at least, at
biologically relevant concentrations. We then focus on the few groups of birds in which the
presence of body odors has been documented and in which there is evidence that these odors
modify specific aspects of the behavior. We finally conclude by summarizing the main gaps
in our current knowledge and highlighting areas where additional research is clearly
warranted.

Birds are not anosmic
It has long been believed that most birds were devoid of a functional olfactory system and
this belief was textbook knowledge for at least the first three quarters of the twentieth
century (Grassé 1950; Marshall 1961) and even more recently (del Hoyo et al. 1992).
Experimental evidence started, however, accumulating in the 1960s indicating that this
conception is probably wrong. The pioneering work of Bang and collaborators (Bang 1960;
Bang and Cobb 1968) describing the anatomy of the olfactory cavity and comparing the size
of the olfactory bulbs in multiple avian species first established the morphological bases of
the sense of smell in birds. Subsequent neuroanatomical, physiological and behavioral
studies demonstrated the complexity of avian olfactory structures and indicated the relative
importance of olfaction in species as diverse as kiwis, vultures, petrels, but also in species
with much smaller olfactory bulbs including various songbirds, pigeons, quail, and chickens.

Behavioral studies in particular have now demonstrated that many species of birds use
olfaction in a multitude of biologically relevant contexts, including orientation in homing
pigeons (reviewed by Wallraff 2004), food location in kiwis (Wenzel 1968; Cunningham et
al. 2009), turkey vultures (Houston 1986; Graves 1992), and petrels (Hutchison and Wenzel
1980; Nevitt 2000; Cunningham et al. 2003; Nevitt 2008), recognition of various odors in
domestic chicks (Burne and Rogers 1996; Marples and Roper 1996; Porter et al. 1999) and
nest localization by petrels and other procellariiforms (Grubb 1974; Bonadonna et al. 2003a;
Bonadonna and Nevitt 2004; see Roper 1999; Hagelin 2007a for reviews). This being said,
research on the production or social use of bodily odors in birds has been largely neglected
as compared to other vertebrate classes. Available data suggest nevertheless that species-
specific odors are likely to play an important role in the control of social interactions in birds
(e.g. Balthazart and Schoffeniels 1979; Hagelin et al. 2003; Bonadonna and Nevitt 2004).

Morphological and neuroanatomical evidence
The gross anatomy of the avian olfactory system is similar in birds and in other tetrapods
including mammals. External nares situated near the base of the upper mandible of their
beak communicate with two sequential nasal cavities that moisten the incoming air before it
enters the third chamber that contains the olfactory epithelium (Jones and Roper 1997). This
epithelium contains a diversity of seven trans-membrane G-coupled olfactory receptors
(OR) that are encoded by a fairly large number of OR genes suggesting existence of a
functional sense of smell developed to various degrees in different avian families. There are,
for example, approximately 150 OR genes in the zebra fish (Danio rerio) genome and over
1000 in mammals. Birds are intermediate in this respect in that they possess between 100
and 650 OR genes depending on the species, with nocturnal species tending to possess larger
number of genes than diurnal ones (Steiger et al. 2009a; Steiger et al. 2009b). The cells
containing these receptors then project to the olfactory bulbs via paired olfactory nerves.

Avian olfactory bulbs exhibit a high degree of structural similarity with corresponding
structures in other vertebrates (see Gomez and Celii 2008 for a recent review) and vary
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widely in size across species (Marshall 1961; Bang and Cobb 1968), in correlation with
differences in lifestyles. This variation provides another indirect suggestion that the
olfactory system is presumably functional at least in some species (Edinger 1908; Jones and
Roper 1997). Organization of the olfactory bulbs in layers is, in birds, more similar to
reptiles than to mammals and, in particular, the glomerular layer is relatively
undifferentiated (See Hagelin 2007a for review). Mitral cells are, however, clearly
differentiated and their number varies widely from species to species with some species
possessing up to six times as many mitral cells as mice (Wenzel and Meisami 1987; Nevitt
2008). There is apparently no vomeronasal organ and no accessory olfactory bulbs in birds
or it is vestigial, but this topic was never investigated in great detail (see Hagelin 2007a).

The olfactory bulbs in turn project to multiple brain areas including the piriform cortex,
mesopallium (formerly hyperstriatum ventrale), the medial septal region and medial striatum
(formerly lobus parolfactorius) (Rieke and Wenzel 1978; Reiner and Karten 1985; Bingman
et al. 1994; see also Reiner et al. 2004 for the revision of the avian brain nomenclature).
Olfactory information is thus potentially available to a variety of brain areas that are
homologous to olfactory projection regions in mammals.

Electrophysiological evidence
Recordings of electrophysiological responses to odors collected on the olfactory nerves as
well as in the olfactory bulbs and in the brain itself confirmed the presence of olfactory
sensitivity. In rock doves (Columba livia) for example, electrodes implanted in the olfactory
bulbs identified the classic olfactory spindles associated with detection of odor stimuli that
had been previously recorded in mammalian olfactory bulbs and nerves (Sieck and Wenzel
1969). Similar results were obtained later in several other species (Wenzel and Sieck 1972).
Already in the 1960s, action potentials could be recorded in fibers of the olfactory nerves in
14 avian species possessing a wide range of olfactory bulb sizes and therefore presumably
variable olfactory abilities. This electrical activity is proportional to the concentration of the
olfactory stimuli that the animal is exposed to (Tucker 1965).

Single unit responses to odors were similarly recorded from olfactory receptor cells in
vultures as well as from the pigeon’s olfactory bulb and several studies demonstrated the
effects of odor stimulation on the firing rate of olfactory bulb neurons (Sieck and Wenzel
1969; McKeegan et al. 2002; McKeegan and Lippens 2003). Central recordings also showed
that the electrical activity observed in the olfactory nerves following the detection of
olfactory stimuli is transmitted to the various parts of the brain. These include parts of the
basal ganglia and multiple locations in associative zones implicated in the decoding and
integration of information that the animal gathers from the outside world (Macadar et al.
1980).

Evidence derived from conditioning experiments in the laboratory
Numerous experiments were also performed in the laboratory to quantify avian olfactory
sensitivity with behavioral techniques based largely but not exclusively on Pavlovian and
Skinnerian conditioning. Common laboratory species such as pigeons or chicken were often
the subjects of these experiments. Early studies showed, for example, that dilute
concentrations of olfactory stimuli such as amyl acetate or pyridine significantly modify in a
dose-response fashion the respiratory or cardiac rate of species as diverse as the greylag
goose (Anser anser), shearwater (Puffinus puffinus) or pigeon (Columba livia) (Wenzel
1971a 1980; Walker et al. 1986). These responses were, however, difficult to quantify and
subsequent studies utilized conditioning techniques developed mainly by psychologists to
assess in a quantitative manner olfactory thresholds in birds.
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Pavlovian (type 1) conditioning, in which an association is made between a previously
neutral stimulus and a behavioral or physiological response, demonstrated for example that
pigeons are sensitive to extremely low concentrations of chemical compounds such as
butanol, butyl acetate and amyl acetate (Walker et al. 1986). Even passerines that have
relatively small olfactory bulbs possess excellent olfactory capacities that are similar to
those of other avian species and even of mascrosmic mammalian species such as rats or
rabbits (Clark et al. 1993).

Skinnerian or operant (type 2) conditioning was similarly used to ask birds specific
questions about their olfactory perception. In this procedure, the subject is trained to form an
association between the presentation of a specific stimulus and a deliberate behavioral
response (e.g., peck at a key) that must be produced when the stimulus is present. This
approach confirmed that pigeons can detect subtle odors and are even very sensitive to small
changes in the concentration of the stimuli. This represents a critical feature allowing a
subject to locate the source of an olfactory signal and move in its direction based on the
increase or decrease of the intensity of the stimulus. This differential sensitivity is in the
same order of magnitude in pigeons as it is in rats (Davis 1973).

Together, these studies suggested that most, if not all, avian species detect olfactory stimuli,
some of them at very low concentrations, and transfer corresponding signals to telencephalic
sites that could then play a role in the control of a variety of physiological or behavioral
responses.

Behavioral evidence for a role of avian olfaction in non-reproductive
contexts

This prediction was followed by various experiments demonstrating that, indeed, olfactory
information is used to control behavior and physiology in a variety of natural and
experimental situations. A few key examples are reviewed below.

The use of olfaction in homing pigeons
In 1972, Floriano Papi working at the University of Pisa, Italy, discovered that pigeons who
had their olfactory nerves sectioned where either unable to return to their loft or returned
with much longer latencies (Papi et al. 1972). This result did not prove by itself that
olfaction was involved in homing, but in a series of subsequent experiments Papi and his
colleagues accumulated evidence strongly suggesting that this was indeed the case.
According to the “olfactory navigation hypothesis” that was developed based on these
studies, pigeons at their loft would build an olfactory map by associating the environmental
odors carried by the winds with the directions from which they blow (Papi 1989, 1990).

This olfactory navigation hypothesis has been tested in multiple experiments using a variety
of procedures. Most of these experiments have consistently produced results in agreement
with the theory (for example Papi 1982; Papi and Casini 1990; Gagliardo et al. 1997;
Wallraff 2000; Wallraff 2004; for review see Walcott 1996; Wallraff 1996; Wallraff 2004).
Other scientists, however, disagree with this interpretation (e.g., Papi et al. 1978; Wiltschko
1996; Jorge et al. 2010) but it is beyond the scope of the present review to consider this
controversy in detail.

Food detection by kiwis, new world vultures and procellariiforms
It has long been recognized that a few species, such as kiwis or vultures, use olfaction to
guide food searching. Bernice Wenzel originally showed convincingly in controlled
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experiments that kiwis (Apteryx australis) locate their food during night based on its odor
(Wenzel 1968, 1971b).

The vision of groups of vultures hovering over carrion is also familiar and clearly guided by
the odors of decaying animal carcasses. Vultures are able to detect these preys many
kilometers away (when vision is impossible) and will usually approach them flying upwind.
Controlled field experiments showed that hidden carcasses or synthetic olfactory stimuli
mimicking the odor of decaying meat such as ethyl mercaptans attract vultures from
considerable distances (Stager 1964; Wenzel 1973; Graves 1992; Gomez et al. 1994).

Casual observations of spontaneous behavior had also suggested that several species of
procellariiforms gather in areas of the sea that contain fish debris and approach this potential
source of food in a zigzag movement navigating against the wind (presumably within the
cone of odors originating in this food source). Careful field experiments formally confirmed
that food location can be made exclusively based on olfactory signals by these birds (Grubb
1972; Hutchison and Wenzel 1980; Nevitt 2000; Nevitt et al. 2004).

Predator detection
Chemical cues from predators can represent an important source of information for preys.
This is especially the case in species that use habitats in which visual detection of predators
is constrained. Hole-nesting songbirds that use cavities for breeding are a typical example.
Amo and collaborators (Amo et al. 2008) found that blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) delay
their entry into the nest-box and refuse to enter the box when chemical cues of mustelids, a
common predator, had been placed inside. It remains possible that the nest box avoidance
when the mustelid odor was present related only to the potentially more prominent nature of
this stimulus as compared to the control quail odor that was used in these experiments.
These results are, however, consistent with a use of odors for predators’ detection, a
conclusion also supported by recent work on kittiwakes (Leclaire et al. 2009) and additional
studies would be warranted on this topic.

Olfactory communication during social interactions in birds
To this date, more or less direct evidence has been collected in only four groups of birds to
suggest that olfactory signals originating in the subject’s body odor influence in some way
the expression of socio-sexual behaviors. The relevant information is reviewed in the
following sections.

Olfactory communication in ducks
During their annual cycle, mallard ducks alternate between periods of sexual quiescence
during the summer molt and periods of intense sexual activity in the spring (March-May),
when copulations and egg laying occur. Earlier in the breeding cycle (September-October to
February), male mallards gather in groups of 4–10 individuals and exhibit a series of
stereotyped behaviors called “social displays” directed either to other males or to females.
These displays express competition between males for access to females and are additionally
used to attract females.

We originally discovered that the secretion of the uropygial gland, a small gland located on
the dorsal side of the tail, is sexually differentiated in ducks and varies seasonally in
females. Ducks spend many hours every day taking care of their feathers. They spread on
these feathers an oily secretion that is produced by the uropygial gland. This secretion plays
a key role in maintaining the integrity of the plumage (Stettenheim 2000) and is thus critical
for the bird’s survival. It may, however, also serve other functions.
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In collaboration with Dr. Jürgen Jacob, Ahrensburg, Germany, we analyzed by gas
chromatography the composition of this secretion in birds of both sexes during an entire
reproductive season from December to June (Jacob et al. 1979). This secretion contained
large amounts of fatty acids belonging to three categories: ramified ester waxes, non-
ramified ester waxes and diesters waxes (Jacob et al. 1979). In December, the secretion in
both sexes was relatively similar: all birds had branched and unbranched ester waxes and
none of them had diesters (Fig. 1A). This chemical composition remained stable in males
during the next six months but, in contrast, all females stopped producing branched and
unbranched esters waxes during the breeding season from January to April and only started
secreting these compounds again after the period of active copulation (i.e. in May and June).
In addition, the uropygial gland secretion of females contained diester waxes throughout the
reproductive season that were never present in male secretions (Fig. 1A). The seasonal
variation in the composition of the uropygial gland secretion in female birds was shown
more recently to be under the control of estrogens (Bohnet et al. 1991).

The uropygial gland secretion could thus potentially represent a chemical signal used by
males to recognize the sex of their partners and their endocrine condition. We tested this
notion during two groups of behavioral experiments conducted in captivity.

In a first set of studies, one group of male domestic mallards were made anosmic by section
of the olfactory nerves while another group of birds were submitted to the control
manipulation (sham surgery without lesion of the nerves). The behavior of these birds was
then tested regularly throughout the winter during standardized 30 min presentations of
groups of 5 males to two females (Balthazart and Schoffeniels 1979). A profound inhibition
of most social displays and most sexual behaviors sensu stricto (mounting and copulation)
was observed in birds bearing olfactory nerve sections (Fig. 1B).

These data suggested that olfaction might play a role in the control of social interactions in
ducks. However, it is known that, besides their role in the perception of olfactory stimuli,
olfactory bulbs play a relatively complex role in behavioral arousal. The behavioral deficits
observed following olfactory nerves sections (which results in a retrograde degeneration of
the olfactory bulbs) could thus have been related to general effects on arousal independently
of the perception of olfactory stimuli (Kenshalo and Isaac 1977) as observed repeatedly in
behavioral studies of birds (Wenzel and Salzman 1968; Wenzel et al. 1969; Hutton et al.
1974; Wenzel and Rausch 1977). Available data do not permit to discriminate between these
two interpretations but the second one appears, at present, less likely because other
behaviors that are not directly linked to copulations such as aggressive behaviors were not
affected (Fig. 1B).

In a second set of experiments, two groups of four intact male ducks that were visually
isolated from each other were continuously exposed during the fall and winter (total period
= six months) to females (two females for each group of males) that were impregnated with
one of two artificial odors: amyl acetate (AA) for one group or ethyl acrylate (EA) for the
other group (Balthazart and Schoffeniels 1979). During the next spring, the sexual
preferences of these eight males were tested by presenting them in standard conditions to
several pairs of unknown females, with one female in each pair carrying the AA odor and
the other female carrying the EA odor. Males raised with AA females systematically
directed their sexual activity to the AA female in the pair, but the reverse preference was not
observed in the EA group. The EA birds directed their activity indiscriminately to both types
of females. These data suggested that AA males had associated during the six months of
training the AA odor with the notion of females and the performance of sexual behavior so
that they oriented towards the females bearing this odor during the choice tests. This
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interpretation, however, raised the question of why EA males failed to develop a similar
preference for EA females? The irritating odor of EA as compared to the more fruity odor of
AA might be one explanation. Together experiments performed in ducks concur in
suggesting that body odors from females, possibly originating from the uropygial gland,
might influence the choice of the sexual partner by the male.

Recent work has identified the presence of seasonal variations in uropygial gland secretion
in a variety of avian species. The function of these seasonal changes remains, however,
elusive. They could represent an adaptation to the higher feather abrasion during incubation,
help regulate the parasite load in the feathers or finally be a way of decreasing olfactory
detection by predators or signaling mate quality (Reneerkens et al. 2002; Reneerkens et al.
2005; Reneerkens et al. 2006). Interestingly, the addition of uropygial gland secretions on a
clutch of eggs modifies in a predictable manner the incubation behavior of female dark-eyed
juncos (Junco hyemalis). Females reduce their incubation bout length on eggs bearing alien
conspecific secretions and the effect is even more pronounced if secretions originated from
another species. In contrast, females do not reduce their incubation bout length in response
to the addition of their own uropygial gland secretion or of a vehicle-only control (Whittaker
et al. 2009). Interestingly also, male chicken direct fewer mounts and copulations towards
females that had their uropygial gland surgically removed than towards sham-operated
females but this difference disappears if males are rendered anosmic by surgical destruction
of the olfactory bulbs (Hirao et al. 2008). These experiments further suggest that the gland
serves as a source of odors controlling sexual behaviors. The role of secretions from the
uropygial gland as a source of olfactory signals in avian reproduction is therefore a topic that
deserves additional research.

Brain activation by olfactory stimuli in quail
Over the past 30 years the Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica) has been the subject of a large
number of laboratory studies on the endocrine mechanisms controlling male sexual
behavior. This species has comparatively small olfactory bulbs and is usually considered to
have a limited sense of smell, if any, even if quail are capable of discriminating between
various chemical compounds and diets based on smell only (see Mills et al. 1997 for
review). The potential role of olfaction in the control of sexual behavior in this species was
recently tested in castrated male quail treated with exogenous testosterone. Their nares were
mechanically occluded (blocked with a layer of rapid-drying dental cement; Fig. 2A) and it
was confirmed that they could no longer detect prominent olfactory stimuli such as the odor
of acetic acid.

In standardized tests conditions with a female, most of these birds showed at least once the
complete copulatory sequence and the frequency of their sexual behaviors was not obviously
affected (Fig. 2B): the frequency of mount attempts and of cloacal contact movements were
similar in control subjects and subjects with the nares occluded (Taziaux et al. 2008).

In brains collected 90 min after the end of this behavioral test an increased expression of the
immediate early gene c-fos was found in brain regions associated with the control of sexual
behavior such as the medial preoptic area (POA) and the medial part of the bed nucleus of
the stria terminalis (BSTM) in birds that had sexual interactions with a female as compared
to birds maintained in their home cage. Given the lack of behavioral inhibition, we
discovered with some surprise that the number of Fos-immunoreactive cells in these two
nuclei was significantly reduced in birds that had copulated with their nostrils plugged (Fig.
2C) (Taziaux et al. 2008). For unidentified reasons, we did not observe a reliable induction
of the Fos protein in the olfactory bulbs of these subjects. However, another immediate early
gene called zenk (also known as egr-1 or zif-268 in mammals; Mello et al. 1992) that is also
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induced by sexual stimulations in male quail (Ball et al. 1997; Charlier et al. 2005) was
expressed in a larger number of cells in subjects allowed to copulate freely as compared to
controls who stayed in their home cage or to birds who copulated with their nares occluded.

These experiments indicate that brain activity can be modulated by olfactory signals in
quail, but raise a number of important questions. The absence of changes in behavior
following nares occlusion could relate to the fact that male were not sexually naïve and
relied potentially on visual cues only to control their behavior while olfactory signals might
be required in naïve subjects (see Winans and Powers 1977; Pfeiffer and Johnston 1994 for
similar data in hamsters). This leaves, however, open the question of the nature of the neural
activation inhibited in birds copulating with plugged nostrils. Their copulatory behavior was
expressed at normal rates so that the decrease in brain c-fos activation cannot be ascribed to
a decrease in motor output. It is thus likely that the decrease in brain activation reflects the
removal of olfactory inputs to the POA and BSTM, which would suggest that these inputs
normally reach these brain nuclei during sexual behavior (Balthazart et al. 1998). This
interpretation is also supported by the observed increase in Zenk in the olfactory bulbs of
birds that copulated and its inhibition following blockade of the nostrils.

In mammals, sexual behavior-related olfactory information reaches the POA through a
pathway that includes the cortico-medial amygdala and the bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis (BSTM) (Sachs and Meisel 1988; Keverne 2004; Brennan and Zufall 2006). In
quail, tract-tracing has identified an important projection from the arcopallium (homologous
to parts of the mammalian amygdala) and in particular the nucleus taeniae of the amygdala
to the medial preoptic nucleus (Balthazart and Absil 1997), suggesting that olfactory inputs
could indeed reach the medial preoptic nucleus through a similar route in quail. Surprisingly,
however, olfactory deprivation did not affect c-fos expression induced by male sexual
behavior in the nucleus taeniae or in other nuclei such as the medial and lateral striatum, the
medial septum or the piriform cortex that are also presumably part of the olfactory pathway
(Rieke and Wenzel 1978; Reiner and Karten 1985; Brennan and Zufall 2006; Gagliardo et
al. 2007). Additional work is thus needed to identify the reasons of this apparent discrepancy
(olfactory information reaching the POA and BSTM of quail by another route; female
olfactory not intense enough to induce c-fos expression in the first relays of olfactory
pathway; olfactory signals activating other aspects of the functioning of these pathways that
are not reflected in an increased c-fos expression).

The tangerine-scented auklets: a form of sexual attraction?
The crested auklet (Aethia cristatella) is a small seabird (family Alcidae; i.e. auks,
guillemots, murres, …) that breeds in colonies on remote islands and coastlines around the
Bering Sea and winters in flocks on nearby waters (Jones 1993). These relatively long-lived
birds are monomorphic, socially monogamous, and breed in huge colonies mostly on cliffs
and boulder fields facing the sea. Crested auklets are discernable thanks to a prominent
facial crest ornament that is arched forward, and to a citrus- or tangerine-like body odor.
Interestingly, both sexes share these characteristics. The crest reflects dominance status
(Jones 1993) and plays an important role in sexual selection in both sexes (Jones and Hunter
1993). The citrus-like odor is detectable to human observers up to 1 km or more downwind
of colonies or large flocks at sea (Jones 1993), but seems to be perceptible only during the
Auklet’s breeding season (Hagelin et al. 2003; Hagelin 2007b; Douglas 2008a). The odor
was suggested to be endogenously produced by wick feathers located in the interscapular
region of the body (Douglas 2008a). The odorant composition is dominated by even-
numbered, 6–12 carbon aldehydes similar to those found in heteropteran insects where they
have defensive functions (Douglas et al. 2001).
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Auklets in general, and crested auklets in particular, engage in complex and intense
courtships both on large rocks where they congregate and at sea where copulations take
place (Hunter and Jones 1999). Among the courtship patterns (see Jones 1993 for details),
the “Ruff-Sniff” (mutual burying of bills in nape and neck feathers) and “Neck-twist”
(mutual inter-twining of necks) displays are almost unique to crested auklets. It has been
hypothesized that these displays could be triggered by the tangerine odor that is mainly
noticed at the level of the nape and neck feathers, i.e. two regions of the body that are
primarily involved in these courtships. The frictions involved may also spread the
components over the bodies of the partners, particularly in those places that are hardly
accessible through self-preening (Douglas 2008a).

The effects and functions of the Auklet’s odor have been investigated using two different
approaches. On the one hand, synthetic analogues of the auklet scent were shown to repel or
impair ticks and mosquitos, and they even killed feather lice (Douglas et al. 2004; Douglas
et al. 2005a; Douglas 2008a). As would be predicted, natural tick infection rates seem low in
auklets despite the abundance of ticks in the breeding colonies (Douglas 2006). The auklet’s
endogenously-produced odor may therefore have an ectoparasite repellent function (Douglas
et al. 2001), that may be adaptive in birds breeding in dense colonies where parasites can
spread easily. Interestingly, one study identified a trend for scent production (measured by
octanal specifically) to be higher during the late rather than in the early incubation (no data
are unfortunately available for the courtship period preceding egg laying; Douglas et al.
2008). This temporal pattern would be consistent with the idea that the main function of this
scent is to repel parasites in the nest. It follows that the citrus- or tangerine-like odor could
act as an honest signal of mate quality: birds secreting more aldehydes or high-quality
aldehydes would signal a better protection against parasites that could be shared both with
the partner and the chicks (through displays and allopreening). Accordingly, it was reported
that the concentration of two components of the auklet scent, together with the length of the
facial crest, predicted the social status of individuals (Hagelin 2007b).

Questions have, however, been raised concerning this ectoparasite repellency function of the
auklet’s plumage scent. It has been pointed out that several of these experiments were
performed with concentrations of odors higher than the ecologically relevant concentrations
(Hagelin 2007a; Hagelin and Jones 2007). Furthermore, fresh auklet plumage did not always
repel or increase morbidity of feather lice (Douglas et al. 2005b) and auklet ticks
experimentally exposed to fresh piles of scented or unscented feathers were not repelled by
scented plumage (Hagelin 2007a). However, it is known that fresh plumage looses a
significant part of its scent within days after collection (Hagelin et al. 2003), meaning that
the storage method and the time spent between feather collection and testing might also
explain why plumage would not lead to convincing ectoparasitic repellency. Interestingly,
some recent experiments conducted with biologically realistic concentrations have
demonstrated a defensive effect of auklet-like scent against parasites (Douglas 2008a;
Hagelin 2008). The potential role of the auklet scent on ectoparasitic repellency and in
signaling immune capacities thus remains an open question (see Douglas 2008b; Hagelin
2008 for a discussion about this putative function of the auklet scent).

On the other hand, experiments have investigated the idea that the citrus-like scent could be
used in chemical communication by auklets. T-maze experiments demonstrated that crested
auklets preferentially orient towards the scent of fresh crested auklet feathers as compared to
feathers from parakeet auklets that do not produce the citrus-like scent (Hagelin et al. 2003).
Similar results were obtained using a mixture of two aldehydes that make up part of the
tangerine feather scent, cis-4-decenal and octanal, whose concentration is elevated during
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the reproductive season (Fig. 3A). This demonstrated that a potentially very important social
stimuli can be mimicked using synthetic chemicals (Hagelin et al. 2003).

To test more specifically the social relevance of body scent in crested auklets, Jones and
colleagues manipulated the odor of taxidermic models and observed in the colony whether
free-living conspecifics differentially approached and displayed to decoys of different odor
levels (Jones et al. 2004). Male decoys that were impregnated with the same synthetic
mixture of aldehydes (cis-4-decenal and octanal) that was used by Hagelin and colleagues
(Hagelin et al. 2003) were more likely to be approached by both sexes than were control
decoys (Fig. 3B). However, when female decoys were used, reactions of the colony birds
were not affected by the addition of synthetic aldehydes on the taxidermic models (Fig. 3B).
Furthermore, wild birds did not perform sexual displays to any of the decoys, they simply
approached them (Jones et al. 2004). Cues from different communication channels seem
involved in prospective mate assessment in auklets (see above), like in many other bird
species. The presence of an immobile bird, scented or not, may thus not be sufficient to elicit
a full behavioral response. This might explain why birds were not displaying to the decoys
and why approaching behavior did not lead to social and sexual interactions that would
provide convincing evidence for a pheromonal control of behavior.

However, more recent experiments in the field confirmed that crested auklets will approach
models scented with the synthetic components of the crested auklets or of a related species,
the whiskered auklets (Douglas 2008a). But contrary to what had been observed in Jones et
al. (2004) experiment, auklets here did rub their beaks and neck on these decoys,
presumably to collect the scent, as normal birds do during the displays. Furthermore, tests
performed with captive crested auklets in a zoo identified a significantly larger number of
approaches to models scented with the aldehydes characterizing the crested auklet odor than
with the control ethanol solution (the solvent of the adlehydes) and some of the birds even
displayed to the aldehyde-scented model (Douglas 2008a).

The putative relationship between a conspicuous sexual display and a body scent that is only
produced during the breeding season and might reflect individual quality in terms of
parasitic resistance, suggests an interesting role of olfaction in the control of reproduction
and in sexual selection mechanisms. Furthermore, the observation that body scent
production strongly varies between individuals and populations (Douglas 2006; Hagelin
2007b), and is somewhat correlated with the seasonal patterns of progesterone
concentrations (Douglas et al. 2008), a hormone closely involved in the control
reproduction, lends further support to the notion that olfactory communication may be a
significant part of these birds’ life-history traits.

Obviously, more work will still be necessary to complete this puzzle and raise the tangerine
scent of these birds to a pheromonal status. For example, although individual variation in
some components of the scent has been described, whether this variation has any relevance
for the birds and constitutes an olfactory signature remains to be tested. Similarly, even if
sexes do not seem to differ overall in their odor composition, a trend for higher production
of octanal by males specifically during late incubation was reported (Douglas et al. 2008).
The existence of a potential olfactory sex-discrimination has thus to be investigated.

Pheromonal communication in Procellariiforms?
Procellariiforms (petrels, albatrosses, shearwaters…) were among the first bird species
known for their olfactory competence (Miller 1942; Bang 1960). They possess one of the
most developed olfactory systems among birds (very complex olfactory epithelium and very
large olfactory bulbs) (Bang 1966; Warham 1990, 1996), and their nostrils are often
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enclosed in an obvious tube on the dorsal surface of the bill. These long-lived birds spend
nearly all of their lives in flight over the ocean, and are tied to land only for a few months
each year (or every other year) to breed and rear a single offspring. Different species use
olfactory cues to forage at different spatial scales. Several sub-Antarctic procellariform
species have been shown to be highly sensitive to food odors and/or odors correlated with
food such as dimethyl sulfide (DMS), fishy odors, and ammonia that may indicate the
presence of prey species, island and colonies where they breed, or both (Grubb 1972;
Verheyden and Jouventin 1994; Nevitt et al. 1995). Interestingly, blue petrels (Halobaena
caerulea) can detect and follow food-related odors such as DMS even before they fledge
(Cunningham et al. 2003), and sometimes at minute concentrations (approx. 10−12 mol l−1)
(Bonadonna et al. 2006; see for review Nevitt 2008).

The olfactory abilities of Procellariiforms are not limited to foraging. They also use
olfaction in the contexts of homing and individual recognition. Some species for example
are able to locate their individual nest site in dense breeding colonies based on olfactory
signals. Pioneering work on nest-site olfactory recognition was conducted in the Leach’s
storm petrel (Oceanodroma leucorhoa) a species that breeds in burrows like most other
petrel species (Warham 1990; Nevitt 2008). Petrels’ nests are characterized by a strong,
musky odor that permeates the area around the burrow and is perceptible to the human nose
at quite a distance (Grubb 1973). In the 1970s, Grubb conducted several observational
studies and demonstrated that Leach’s storm petrels flying at night over the breeding colony
were significantly more attracted by the scent of nest material collected in the colony than
by forest leaf litter (Grubb 1973). He also compared the attractiveness of the playback of
tape-recorded calls, and the attractiveness of the combination of both acoustic and olfactory
cues. Although he found that the acoustic stimulus was more efficient than the olfactory
stimulus, the combination of both caused petrels to approach and circle closer than they did
to either stimulus separately. He noted that Leach’s storm petrels returning to their breeding
grounds at night, land in the general vicinity of the burrow and then walk upwind to its
entrance (Grubb 1974, 1979). Experiments in a Y-maze showed that petrels were
significantly more attracted to the arm containing nesting material than to the arm containing
forest litter (Grubb 1974).

More than two decades later, Bonadonna and colleagues tested the role of olfaction in the
homing capacity of petrels in the sub-Antarctic Kerguelen archipelago with a technique of
temporary smell deprivation by zinc sulfate, previously validated in Procellariiforms
(Benvenuti et al. 1993). They caught blue petrels in their burrows and released them some
100–200 m further in the colony, during the night. All control birds returned to their burrow
within two days, while none of the anosmic birds treated with zinc sulfate did (Bonadonna et
al. 2001). Comparable, but less striking, results were obtained with thin-billed prions,
Pachyptila belcheri (Bonadonna and Bretagnolle 2002). Recent work further indicated that
blue petrels are able to discriminate based on olfactory cues the burrow of a blue petrel from
the burrow of an Antarctic prion (Pachyptila desolata) (Bonadonna and Mardon 2010).

The most convincing set of experiments on burrow recognition by its olfactory signature has
probably been conducted in the Antarctic prion tested in a Y maze. Instead of testing
whether prions would recognize their own nesting material from forest litter, Bonadonna and
colleagues (Bonadonna et al. 2003b) tested whether prions were able to discriminate
between their own burrow scent and the burrow scent of a conspecific by placing in the field
site a portable maze in which each arm was directly connected to the entrance of one burrow
(Fig. 4A). Using intact, anosmic (zinc sulfate-injected) and sham-operated birds, they
demonstrated that intact and sham-operated Antarctic prions are able to recognize their own
burrow scent signature, whereas most anosmic birds did not make any choice or choose
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randomly between the two burrows (Fig. 4B). In addition, to rule out any positioning effect
of the maze that could be used as a navigational aid and to prove that the bird’s movements
and orientation in the maze were led by odors, they placed the maze in front of two burrows
as in the preceding experiment, one of them being the prion’s own burrow, but they closed
the ends of the arms instead of placing them in the burrow entrances. In this particular
situation, most birds did not make any choice (Fig. 4B) (Bonadonna et al. 2003b).

As previously mentioned in the case for food odors (see above and Bonadonna et al. 2006),
it could also be established that olfactory recognition of the nest already exists in the young
petrel chicks. Minguez demonstrated using both homing and maze techniques that chicks of
European storm petrel (Hydrobates pelagicus) on Benidorm island are already able to track
the odor of their nest. Intact birds were able to walk various distances to their nest, while
chicks with their nares plugged were less susceptible to locate it (Minguez 1997).
Furthermore, 8 out of 9 intact birds did discriminate in a maze between their own nest
material compared to the nest material of a neighbor.

These nest-recognition experiments did not tell us anything about the origin of the odor used
to locate the nest, but they opened the door to a possible recognition mechanism allowing
birds to discriminate their own odor from that of a conspecific. If the nest was truly located
based on the scent of the owner imprinted in nest material, these experiments had then
identified an olfactory based self–no-self discrimination as described in mammals (Mateo
and Johnston 2000) or fishes (Thunken et al. 2009). This would be a critical step towards the
demonstration of the existence of pheromones in birds.

The burrow recognition studies described so far did not, however, exclude the possibility
that nest-related odors other than those produced by the birds themselves (e.g. food remains)
could be used in nest location processes. Subsequent work provided a clear demonstration
that European storm-petrels and Antarctic prions can recognize their own body scent and, in
the case of the Antarctic prions and Wilson’s storm petrels (Oceanites oceanicus), the odor
of their mating-partner (De Leon et al. 2003; Bonadonna and Nevitt 2004; Jouventin et al.
2007). The occurrence of individual olfactory recognition was first suggested by
experiments in European storm petrel showing that chicks preferentially oriented to a maze
arm in which they had walked earlier, as compared to a similar arm in which another
conspecific chick had walked before. The authors argued that the maze arms become
impregnated with the body scent of the chicks, which then formed the basis of the
discrimination (De Leon et al. 2003).

Subsequent studies investigating social odor recognition in Procellariiforms used a more
direct methodology for collecting odor samples used in discrimination tests. Whereas
Jouventin et al. (Jouventin et al. 2007) used living birds as odor sources placed at the end of
each maze arm, Bonadonna and Nevitt (Bonadonna and Nevitt 2004) caught their stimulus
subjects prior to the behavioral tests and kept them in cotton bags for an hour. In contact
with the bird’s feathers, the bag was permeated with the body scent of the bird and was
subsequently used as an odor source in the maze. With this method, Antarctic prions
(Bonadonna and Nevitt 2004), Wilson’s storm petrels (Jouventin et al. 2007) and blue
petrels (Mardon and Bonadonna 2009) were all shown to be preferentially attracted to their
mate’s odor when tested against the odor of another conspecific. Surprisingly however,
experimental birds avoided their own-odor when presented with a choice between their own
body scent and the body scent of their partner or of another conspecific (Bonadonna and
Nevitt 2004; Mardon and Bonadonna 2009). This finding suggests the existence of a
mechanism of self-avoidance based on odors that could be linked to mechanisms of genetic
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relatedness (kin or non-kin) recognition and inbreeding prevention (Potts and Wakeland
1990; Heth et al. 1998; Zelano and Edwards 2002).

Besides this behavioral evidence, recent studies by gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry of feather extracts collected in Antarctic prions have additionally suggested the
existence of an olfactory signature that could potentially differentiate individuals. These
analyses revealed that lipids, presumably produced by the uropygial gland, were more
similar within an individual when repeatedly measured over three years, than they were
between individuals (Bonadonna et al. 2007). There was also a strong statistical trend
suggesting the presence of a sex difference in some of these fatty acids compounds, lending
support to a potential olfactory mechanism of sex discrimination in petrels. Chemical
analyses of the uropygial gland secretions of Antarctic prions and blue petrels associated
with sophisticated analyzes of the results by multivariate statistical tools have recently
confirmed the presence in these secretions of specific sets of molecules potentially
conveying information about the species, sex and individual characteristics of the donor
(Mardon et al. 2010). The use of this information has, however, not been confirmed so far
by behavioral experiments. When Antarctic prions were asked in Y-maze to choose between
male and female odors, they chose randomly (Bonadonna et al. 2009). These experiments
thus suggest that these prions recognize the specific odor of their mate as an individual but
do not generalize this identification to the sex of the birds.

Conclusions and future prospects
The amount of knowledge accumulated by professional scientists and amateur ornithologists
on reproductive behaviors in birds in the lab and in the field is more extensive than for any
other vertebrate class (Ball and Balthazart 2002). This is particularly true when it comes to
communication studies since birds have evolved a wide array of obvious social signaling
pathways that are easily quantified and manipulated. This conspicuousness makes birds easy
to study. Chemical communication has, however, remained poorly represented in this wealth
of studies, mainly due to persistent misbelieves. Time has come for changes: olfaction in
birds is well developed and the future of chemical communication in birds will probably be
as exciting as it has been unexplored. However, in order to establish that birds actually use
odors to regulate their social interactions and determine whether these odors can be qualified
as pheromones, a lot of research remains to be carried out. The first step toward these goals
is to isolate and characterize the compounds present in the odor bouquets produced by the
birds that induce reproducible behavioral effects. If odors modulate/control avian behaviors,
they obviously do so by affecting neural activity and, as a consequence, a number of
physiological mechanisms (Johnston 2003). The detail of the electrophysiological events
induced by the active compounds (pheromones) should thus be investigated. In addition, the
relative power of odors compared to other social cues (song, ornaments, receptive behaviors
of females,…), in eliciting complex behavioral reactions (e.g. courtship behaviors in ducks;
Balthazart and Schoffeniels 1979) or in inducing physiological responses, needs further
investigation.

If birds use olfaction as a proximate mechanism for kin recognition, one could argue that the
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) should become a primary focus of research in
birds, as it is already in mammals. The MHC complex encodes molecules that determine
immunological identity at the tissue level (Brennan and Zufall 2006). It is the most variable
region of the genome (Johnston 2003), making each individual unique. One particularly
interesting characteristics of the MHC for chemical communication studies is that it
influences the volatile constituents of urine in mammals (Brennan and Zufall 2006).
Pioneering studies linking MHC to olfaction have demonstrated that highly trained mice
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could discriminate between urines coming from two strains that only differ in some of their
MHC loci (Yamaguchi et al. 1981). In a mate-choice context, mice also avoid mates that
have a MHC type similar to their own and this has been suggested to be an adaptive
mechanism for avoiding inbreeding and increasing offspring fitness by maintaining a high
level of MHC heterozygosity, which may favor resistance to pathogens (Yamazaki et al.
1976; Potts and Wakeland 1990). In songbirds, MHC genes are subject to the same types of
diversifying forces as those observed in mammals (Edwards et al. 1995; O’Dwyer and
Nevitt 2009) and non-random mate-choice with respect to MHC characteristics has been
observed is some species (e.g. house sparrow, Passer domesticus; Bonneaud et al. 2006).
Whether birds identify MHC polymorphism through olfaction and use it in a mate-choice
context is not known yet, but ongoing research should rapidly clarify that possibility
(Bonadonna 2009; O’Dwyer and Nevitt 2009).

Despite an important research effort, there are only few pheromones that have been
chemically identified among mammals, mainly because mammalian pheromones are
complex signals containing several compounds (Wyatt 2003). If this chemical intricacy is
related to the complexity of behavioral and physiological regulations in higher vertebrates,
we might expect the same difficulty to occur in birds, with complex mixtures of chemical
components encoding individual identities, sex or physiological status (Smith et al. 2001).

In conclusion, if we stay with the original definition of pheromones proposed by Karlson
and Lüscher (see introduction), it now seems highly probable, if not established, that such
pheromones do exist in birds. It was suggested thirty years ago that secretions of the
uropygial gland affect socio-sexual behaviors in ducks. More recently, deprivation of
olfactory stimuli was shown to affect activation of brain areas implicated in the control of
sexual behavior in quail. Tangerine-scented body odors have been identified in auklets and
shown to reliably attract birds of both sexes. In petrels, individual recognition is possible
based on olfactory signals produced by the birds. Together these different observations meet
all original criteria included in the definition of pheromone, namely production by the
animal (ducks, auklets, petrels), detection by a conspecific (all four examples), and release
of a specific reaction (ducks, auklets and petrels). There are of course many missing pieces
of information and different types of information often refer to different avian species. The
active compounds have only been fully identified in auklets (with some partial information
being available on the nature of uropygial gland secretions in ducks, petrels and other birds),
the specific behavioral reactions that are controlled are not always fully specified (auklets
approach but will they court reliably, petrels recognize their mate but could they also
identify other conspecifics, their sex?) and the underlying physiological processes are poorly
described (there is a differential brain activation in quail but what is its function?). The
learned versus “innate” nature of the behavioral reaction to body odors has also not been
investigated in birds. However, in our view, all these limitations relate only to the relative
paucity of studies on the topic that has not been considered worth investigating until quite
recently. Avian pheromones are probably not a myth; they just need to be investigated.
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Figure 1.
A. Seasonal variation (December to June) of the percentage of male (left) or female (right)
domestic ducks synthesizing two types of lipids in their uropygial gland: branched ester
waxes and diester axes. Prominent seasonal changes are seen in females but not in males. B.
Behavior frequencies recorded during four hours of observations during January in male
ducks that had their olfactory nerves sectioned bilaterally (NO-X; black bars) and in control
subjects (Ctrl; open bars). A marked decrease in the expression of social displays and sexual
behaviors was detected after the nerves section but aggressive behaviors were not affected.
Abbreviations: GW: grunt-whistle; HU: head-up tail-up; NG: neck grab; M: mount; COP:
copulation; TH: threat; PE: peck; CH: chase. Redrawn from data in Jacob et al. (1979) and
Balthazart and Schoffeniels (1979).
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Figure 2.
Occlusion of the nostrils in Japanese quail (A) does not lead to any significant change in
sexual behavior (B) but alters the expression of immediate early gene fos in their brain (C).
A. Photographs of the head of a male Japanese quail in which the nostrils were blocked by
dental cement (arrow). B. Frequencies (± SEM) of mount attempts and cloacal contact
movements recorded during a 10 min test in males that were either used as control (open
columns; SEX) or had their nose blocked by dental cement (black columns; SEX/
PLUGGED). C. Numbers of Fos-immunoreactive (Fos-ir) cells (±SEM) observed in the
caudal medial preoptic area (mPOA) and rostral bed nucleus striae terminalis, medial part
(BSTM) of male quail that had been allowed to copulate with a female either in the normal
condition (SEX) or after their nose was blocked with dental cement (SEX/PLUGGED). The
dotted lines and grey area represent the mean (±SEM) numbers of Fos-ir cells in control
birds that stayed in their home cage and were not exposed to a female (Ctrl). Redrawn from
data in Taziaux et al. (2008).
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Figure 3.
A. Percentage of time (mean ± SEM) spent by crested auklets in the arm of a T-maze next to
a specific odor cue (black bars) as compared to the control arm containing no odor. A 50%
choice (horizontal dashed line) would be expected in the absence of any attraction/repulsion
by the odor. Significant preferences are observed for the auklet natural and synthetic odor,
but not for biologically irrelevant odors such as amyl acetate (a chemical compound with a
smell similar to banana) or mammalian musk. B. Percentage of male or female crested
auklets that approached male or female decoys that had been scented or not with artificial
scent (mixture of aldehydes) reproducing the tangerine-like odor produced by auklets during
the breeding season. Redrawn from data in Hagelin et al. (2003), Jones et al. (2004) and
Hagelin (2007b).
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Figure 4.
Experimental maze used to investigate olfactory orientation towards the burrow in Antarctic
prions (A) and results of the choice tests performed in a variety of conditions (B). A. A
flexible T-maze was located in front of two burrows and the end of one arm was connected
to the entrance of the burrow of the bird being tested while the other arm was connected to
the entrance of a neighboring burrow. In control experiments, the same maze was used and
placed in front of burrows but the end of each arm was closed so that no olfactory stimulus
could be detected in the maze. B. Results of these maze orientation experiments performed
in a variety of conditions: birds were either untreated (left) or were made anosmic by
injection of zinc sulphate in the olfactory chambers (middle) or were tested in a control
situation in which the end of the arms were closed so that olfactory stimuli from the burrows
could not enter the maze (right). Black= choice of the correct arm leading to the nest, Light
grey= wrong choice (neighbor’s burrow), Dark grey = no choice. Redrawn from data in
Bonadonna et al. (2003b).
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